
 
 

 

Holiday on Rügen 

Discover island living: Precise Resort Rügen 
 

Germany’s largest island: 

Germany’s largest island is a symbol of majestic chalk cliffs, fabulous sandy beaches and the 

untamed, wild sea. The Precise Resort Rügen is situated on the famous peninsula of Jasmund. 

The resort is the perfect year-round destination for a holiday enjoying the unmistakeable charm of 

the north. It is directly adjacent to the well-known Jasmund National Park and to the Schaabe, the 

longest Baltic coast beach on the island of Rügen. 

 

Comfort and quality surrounded by nature 

The Precise Resort Rügen boasts three different accommodation types across 85 hectares. In 

addition to the four-star superior hotel, the complex includes a holiday village with comfortable 

apartments, and a manor house dating back to 1911. The hotel and holiday village are 

characterised by a contemporary country house style, with plenty of light and modern furnishings. 

The jewel in the crown of the resort is the historic Neo-Baroque style and lovingly restored 

Neddesitz manor house. It has six exclusive and individually furnished suites plus a delightful 

conservatory with views over the neighbouring parkland. The hotel offers a choice of 141 

generously proportioned rooms, including Superior rooms and extra large suites. Further 

accommodation can be found in the 81 holiday village apartments, some of them with two floors. 

The villages nestles in beautiful rural surroundings in the heart of extensive lawns, just a short stroll 

from the hotel. The apartments, ranging from 50 to 110 m2, offer the perfect accommodation for 

families of any size. In addition to the bedrooms, each apartment has an open-plan living area, a 

separate dining area and a fully equipped kitchen. 

 

Holidays for all the family 

With its pure, natural air and extensive lawns, the Precise Resort Rügen offers a family-friendly 

health resort. Special facilities and a children’s programme ensure young guests feel just as at 

home as the grown-ups. The Villa Kunterbunt Kids’ Club welcomes toddlers and children aged two 

to 11. On the agenda are trips out into nature, sport and adventures. There is also an indoor area 

with no end of toys to play with. The outdoor area also offers plenty of leisure activities including 

mini golf, football and two beach volleyball areas. Young guests also love heading to the Splash 

world of adventure with its leisure pool and huge indoor playground. The Precise Resort Rügen 

also welcomes four-legged friends on their holiday. Families travelling with a dog should book a 

pet-friendly room or apartment – all located on the ground floor and with direct access to the lawns. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
A culinary delight 

The Hofküche restaurant, serving a lavish breakfast and evening buffet, is one of the highlights of 

the Precise Resort. When the sun is shining, the terrace is a delight, or alternatively the welcoming 

conservatory offers wonderful views over the manor house. In addition to international dishes, the 

chefs serve up regional specialities such as succulent fried Baltic zander. Guests yearning for 

Italian cuisine during their island holiday should head for the L’Osteria restaurant. The terrace 

affords magnificent views of the sunset over the Jasmund Bodden. Guests can tuck into Italian 

classics such as pizza and pasta as well as dishes based on seasonally selected ingredients. The 

cosy Zur Tränke hotel bar is the perfect place to end the evening over a glass of red wine. 

 

Sport and activities 

Rolling hills, rugged cliffs and unspoilt forests sit in harmony with the waves of the Baltic Sea. 

Together with stunning beaches, they make nature on Rügen something quite special, and a 

paradise for hikers. With some 2,000 hours of sunshine each year, the region is one of the sunniest 

in the whole of Germany. The result is a mild climate and exceptional flora and fauna. Each season 

offers its own highlights – from bright yellow rapeseed fields in the spring to red poppy fields in the 

summer. In the autumn, crashing Baltic Sea waves define a hike through the brightly coloured 

forests. In the winter, the island captivates with its unique winter landscape and fresh breeze. The 

resort offers cycle hire for anyone wanting to explore Rügen by bike, including the Binzer Strand 

with its sandy promenade or the Karl’s Adventure Village in Zirkow. 

 

Leisure pool and indoor playground: Splash world of adventure 

Situated immediately adjacent to the resort is the 3,500 m2 Splash world of adventure with leisure 

pool and indoor playground. Here, guests can plunge into a tropical holiday landscape surrounded 

by metre-tall palm trees and numerous green plants. The water park alone boasts 1,500 m2, 

providing plenty for all the family to enjoy.For the little ones, there are whirlpools, a separate 

children’s pool heated to a pleasant 34 degrees and an 80-metre slide. The large indoor pool 

sparkles with a flow channel, bubble loungers and splash showers. In the summer, an outdoor pool 

is also open. A further highlight is the indoor playground. The brightly coloured and adventure-

packed world for children extends over several levels and covers a total of 1,200 m2. Mini 

conquerors immerse themselves in a fairy-tale underwater world with four large slides, a spider 

tower, spiral slide and trampolines. The mega play area also offers an electric kart track, a football 

field, air hockey and a children’s cinema. 

 

Spa and wellness 

Guests can enjoy being pampered from head to toe in the spa. As well as body treatments, there 

is a choice of special baths, including an aromatic oil bath or a whey bath. Special massages use 

Rügen healing chalk and sea buckthorn. There are also treatments specially tailored to male skin, 

and massages for children. 

 

Events 

With its idyllic position on Germany’s most beautiful island, the resort is also the perfect location 

for incentives trips and private holidays. Whether in the 1911 Neo-Baroque manor house, the 

extensive gardens or in one of the fully equipped conference rooms – this resort always provides 

the perfect backdrop. The events and conference team is here to answer any questions and so 

ensure that every event is a complete success. 


